Interobserver reproducibility of ulceration assessment in primary cutaneous melanomas.
In the recently revised melanoma staging system proposed by the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC), ulceration assessment by the pathologist is a pivotal parameter. Patients upstaged because of ulceration might be included in adjuvant trials conducted in AJCC stage II melanoma patients. Therefore, accuracy based on interobserver reproducibility for melanoma ulceration assessment is crucial for proper clinical management. In some cases, it is extremely difficult, even for an experienced pathologist, to distinguish between trauma-induced ulceration, artifact and tumoral ulceration. Whether this difficulty may be resolved by the use of a more precise definition of ulceration has not been evaluated. Therefore, we have proposed a refined definition of melanoma ulceration and we tested whether this definition might improve the interobserver interpretative reproducibility of ulceration in primary cutaneous melanomas. The results of this study support the need for a more precise definition of melanoma ulceration that rules out biopsy trauma or processing artifact and could be incorporated into a standardised pathology worksheet for reporting primary melanomas.